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19 
A PERSPECTIVE OF THE COLLEGE'S 
STRATEGY CURRICULUM 
The 9 weeks devoted to the Strategy 
curriculum are designed to enhance the 
student's ability to think analytically 
and express himself cogently by allow· 
ing him to examine key issues of mili­
tary history in the give and take of the 
seminar room. In essence1 the Strategy 
study has been changed in both content 
and in methodology I and figure l illus• 
trates the change in emphasis from a 
committee to an individual effort. 
the basic factual material upon which all 
subsequent discussion and reading will 
be based. Three days of individual read• 
ing, research1 and consultation with 
faculty members then follow. Having 
thus become acquainted in some depth 
with the week's topic, the students then 
attend a formal lecture presented by a 
guest speaker.** Chosen to speak in 
areas of their special expertise, each 
week's guest lecturer spends 3 days at 
New Currieutum 
(16 weeks) 
1971 Equivalent 
(17 weeks} 
Lecture hours 
Seminar hours 
Required rnad!ng pages 
Written assignments 
Examinations 
Post-lecture periods 
75 
44 
10.316 
4/60 pages 
2 
14 
167 
69 
3,980 
1/10 pages 
(committee effort) 
0 
18 
50% avg. attendance 15% avg. attendance 
Fig. 1-Comparison of Academic Effort: New vs. 1971 Strategy Curriculum 
Focusing each week on a different 
question or case study, the students are 
expected to read approximately 1,000 
pages of background material as well as 
attend a formal lecture presented by a 
prominent historian. While a great deal 
of time is required outside the seminar 
room in individual research and prepara· 
tion of seminar essays1 the success of 
the program clearly hinges on the ex· 
change of ideas-the give and take that 
characterizes small group discussions.* 
Each academic week opens with an 
introductory lecture given by a member 
of the War College's resident faculty. 
These lectures are designed to provide 
the War College, participating in post· 
lecture conferences and student semiw 
nars as well as meeting with selected 
student groups over the dinner table in 
the college's Flag Cabin. 
Although historical in its perspective, 
the Naval War College's Strategy course 
focuses on questions that are as current 
today as they were for the ancient 
*For an insight into the Strategy eur• 
riculum topics, supporting readings, and 
representative essay questions, see appendix I. 
*"-See appendix II for a listing of guest 
lecturers for the Strategy curriculum, 23
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